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How does it work?
The combined result of firm mechanical action
with the drying effect of an air-heated channel,
induces the knitted fabric inside the BRIO® to
shrink and reach a complete relaxed state and
a permanently stable condition.
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Vigorously relaxed
Strongly massaged by an intensive vibration energy, the knitted fabric is efficiently
shaken in semi-open form, inviting all the
stitches to return to their natural symmetry.
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Shaken, not stirred
Each stream of fabric - following a perfectly linear
path - flows naturally within its treatment cradle,
gently pushed by the vibrations, and is then led
inside the drying chamber, where it’s softly repositioned and progressively dried by multiple air
jets. No stirring or torsions are induced in the
BRIO ®, as no transversal forces are applied at any
stage, ensuring perfect results in all aspects of
the knitted fabrics.
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Cradle your knits to perfection

Active relax and stabilisation of knitted goods
with Biancalani BRIO® (international patent);
Two streams of knitted fabrics, in semi-open mode;
High evaporation capacity: up to 60 kg/h
Extremely low consumption
for a cost-effective treatment;
Pilling-free

What does it do?
The unique BRIO® treatment, relaxes and stabilises knitted fabrics, drying without defects
and completely pilling-free, in an efficient way,
quickly and with minimal costs, while respecting the environment.
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Listen and repeat
The BRIO® user interface allows users to organise all working parameters into recipes,
which can be recalled at any time at the
touch of a button. Simple and easy to learn,
the BRIO® allows for all the machine parameters to be monitored in real time, ensuring
the smooth operation and complete repeatability of all the treatments.

Steadfast stability
An extensive number of tests have shown the efficiency
of the BRIO® treatment for the stabilisation of knitted fabrics: shrinkage values up to 20% and constantly near-zero
residuals after washing, with a good hand effect and with
zero imperfections.

Save & save more
High drying capacity, optimal thermal efficiency, minimal consumptions, low purchasing cost, and small floor space requirements, all make the BRIO® the ideal partner
for anyone demanding the most from their
knitted fabrics.
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Technical specifications
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Parallel treatment sections
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Maximum loading capacity

60 Kg (dry)

Evaporation capacity

60 Kg/h

Installed thermal power

140 kW

Installed electrical power

20 kW

Max. consumption for air heating

15 Nm3/h (gas) or 240 kg/h (steam)

Typical daily production

1500 Kg

Dimensions (W x D x H)

3000 x 4100 x 3000 mm

THE DATA SHOWN IN THIS CATALOGUE CAN BE
CHANGED AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
DUE TO PRODUCT MODIFICATION AND IMPROVEMENT.
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